Looking back at your first semester at SDSU, are you satisfied with your performance? If not, what would you change?

Attendance

Better grades - higher GPA

Could have put a lot more effort in

Higher GPA

I could have done well on grades.

I had difficulty concentrating. I do not know how to improve that.

I initially took too many classes and had to earn a WU in one class which brought my GPA down. I also needed to organize my busy schedule much better and put in more effort for study time.

I was satisfied of what I've done speaking of my classes. It is just a matter of time, time management and focus more on what I am studying. During the semester I’ve learned some techniques on how to study. I will apply them at the beginning of this semester.

I wish I can have good quality of time to study, but my family responsibilities takes me more time to take care of my kids.

I would dedicate more study time to my classes to improve my GPA.

I would focus a lot more on my school now that I know what is required to succeed

I would get a B in my class

I would have attempted to register for a different math class.

I would have dedicated a lot more time to prepare before class as well as preparing and studying more for all of my exams. I would have maintained a much higher and steadier study schedule throughout the whole semester.

I would have pushed my group to do better on the group project so that we would have gotten a better grade. This way my grade wouldn’t have dropped.

I would spend more time carefully reading the material and ask more questions. I would also set more time aside for exercise because I was constantly stressed and anxious.

Increase study time

Need to find more study time

Prioritizing
Research professors
Some professors at SDSU were very tough and challenging and not accommodating to students' needs. If I would have known that these professors would be this way I would have never signed up for the class or at least found a professor on ratemyprofessor.com with better ratings.

spend more time studying/attending office hours

Studied more.

Study habits

Study habits and where to study with classmates. make friends this time.

Study habits, find tutoring, ask for help

Study harder

Study more

Study more.

Study more. Attend more classes

Studying habits/test preparation.

studying skills

take less units

Taken less classes. No online

Try to take better professors.

Would have studied for finals.

Would seek tutoring at the beginning of semester.